
Kamal Fernandez
• Seminars: Heeling & Handler’s Choice

• Privates

Heeling: Saturday Mar. 30 ,2019: 
Heeling, Beginning to Advanced
Prerequisites: Strong knowledge of AKC, CDPS or UKC Obedience. 
Must FILL OUT QUESTIONNAIRE for approval. 14 working spots 

Handler’s Choice: Sun. Mar. 31,2019: 
Handlers Choice

Prerequisites: Handlers need to FILL OUT QUESTIONNAIRE for approval 
by Rick. Students who have worked with Kamal Fernandez in the past will 
have priority. 10 working spots available. 

Privates: Fri. Mar. 29 & Mon. Apr. 1: 
12 1-Hour privates with Kamal Fernandez, 10 spots, $150 per spot. 

Students who have worked with Kamal Fernandez in the past will have 
priority. Please contact Rick Pisani for availability at luv2heel@me.com

KAMAL FERNANDEZ 

Head trainer and owner of East London Dog 
Training, Kamal Fernandez has over 20 years 
experience training dogs from all walks of 
life. His current dogs include two Belgian 
Malinois, two Border Collies , a German Spitz
and a Boxer. An internationally renowned 
seminar instructor, Kamal’s other career 
highlights include being a Championship 
Obedience judge and Crufts competitor.

Based on a combination of science and 
hands-on experience, Kamal has established 
a reputation for positive training and has 
championed the use of reward-based 
methods all over the world.

“Kamal ... has developed a method of train-
ing that is underpinned by scientific assess-
ment (of popular methods) and pro-active 
innovation and implementation of new tech-
niques. He promotes positive reinforcement
via a systematic program that is designed to
establish the relationship between the han-
dler and dog.....Kamal’s training philosophy 
is influenced by his love for dogs. Watch him 
train his dogs. He has designed a training 
method that achieves a specific objective by 
creating harmony and synergy between dog
and handler. The outcome is an experience
that the dog enjoys and the experience 
commands the dog’s undivided attention
whether it involves working on the hallowed 
green at Crufts or simply crossing the road.”

—Linda Rutherford, Winner of Crufts Dog Supreme 
Obedience Championships 2007, Winner of Crufts 
Bitch Supreme Obedience Championships 2010, 
Crufts World Cup Judge 2011

Seminar will be held at Port Chester Obedience Training Club 

220 Ferris Avenue,  Ground Floor Rear,  White Plains, NY     

www.pcotc.org                    914-269-8550

Note: These are Positive Reinforcement seminars/privates. No pinch collars, choke 
collars or electronic collars will be permitted. 

To register online for working spots, start the process by 
clicking the blue links above in the SEMINAR and 
PRIVATES descriptions. Auditors should CLICK HERE for 
registration.
Seminars: Both seminars run from 9 am to 5 pm. 
Day 1: Heeling. Maximum 14 working spots, $175 per person. 

Day 2: Handler’s Choice. Maximum 10 working spots, $220 per person. 
Auditors: $90 for one day, $170 for two days.
Privates: $150/hour. 

Bronagh Daly
Bronagh Daly started her agility career 
at 16. She began by running her Labra-
doodle Stella, who achieved top levels 
in USDAA, AKC, and CPE. Stella, who has
both dog and environmental stresses, 
taught Bronagh about troubleshooting
ways to help stressed dogs in class and
trial environments. More recently, Bronagh
has been competing in Masters/Advanced
USDAA levels with her four-year-old Border 
Collie, Razzle. Together, they recently at-
tended their � rst Regional, making Stee-
plechase � nals and running clean. Bronagh 
recently started on a new journey training 
her young Border Collie, Oz.

Bronagh is a OneMind Dogs Instructor and 
a certi� ed Control Unleashed instructor.
Her instruction is based in seeing every-
thing from the dog’s perspective, but she
doesn’t believe in teaching from a single 
system. She has recently been training her 
youngest, Oz, in the systems of Silvia Trk-
man and OneMind Dogs. She loves most 
to help every team foster their strongest 
possible connection and level of trust, � nd-
ing creative solutions and plans that best 
� t each team.

Bronagh has worked with some of the 
best trainers in the world, including Tereza 
Králová, Lisa Frick, Silvia Trkman, Tuulia and 
Timo Liuhto. Most recently she traveled 
to Finland to work with OneMind Dogs 
creators, Jaakko and Janita Leinonen. In 
Finland, she was lucky enough to compete 
and won third place with Razzle.

Once More, With (A Little Less) Feeling - 
Control Unleashed Basics for Sports Dogs (9-1:30):

Do you have all the basics down with your future performance dog, and need the
“next step” to get them ready for the excitement of agility, obedience, rally, or � yball
class? Are they great inside the ring, but perhaps lacking some skills on the outside? 
Do they have some big feelings about other dogs or people in class or just out on the 
street? Then this workshop is for you. This workshop is appropriate for dogs who have 
mastered basic behaviors and are non-aggressive around other dogs. However, dogs 
working on dog reactivity or people reactivity are welcome. The workshop will give 
your dog the foundation of skills they need to feel comfortable, relaxed, and calm 
around other dogs and people in class and out. The foundation of this workshop is
Connection—so we will be exploring various ways for you to feel connected with your 
dog and remain the center of your dog’s focus around an increasing level of distrac-
tions, and help you take that next step towards becoming the best possible working 
team. (This workshop is based upon Leslie McDevitt’s program, Control Unleashed!)

Walk Through The Fire - Trial Preparation 
Control Unleashed-Style (2:30-7):

Do you have all of your CU Basics down and feel like you’re ready for the next step? Do 
you feel like you have all the skills you need to compete in your sport when in the ring, 
but could use a few more skills getting in/out of the ring and navigating the trial en-
vironment? This workshop is for you! We will be focusing on creating customized ring 
entrance and exit routines and start/� nish run routinues for your agility/obedience/
rally trials as well as the discovering the best trial day routine for each dog. We will also 
focus on giving each dog the beginnings of the skills they will need to enter and exit 
the trial site as well as waiting their turn to compete. At the end of the day, we will put 
all of these skills to use and each dog will get the chance to practice a “trial run.”

Prerequisite: Taken a Control Unleashed-1 class, set of lessons, or seminar with Leslie 
McDevitt, or another Certified Control Unleashed Instructor

Bronagh Daly
Control Unleashed Seminars

Sunday, February 10, 2019
Half day seminars. $100 working spot/$50 auditing per seminar

Maximum 8 working spots

Click here to register or go to www.pcotc.org/registration
If you need help with registration, please contact registration@pcotc.org

https://pcotc.asapconnected.com/#CourseGroupID=34228
www.pcotc.org/registration

